
Optimized to Provide Unified Recovery 

Quorum® onQ®
Physical Appliance

Quorum®  onQ® is the global leader in Unified Recovery, thus 
providing everything you need for immediate recovery of all 
your critical production servers after any storage, system or site 
failure.  It does this by automatically maintaining up-to-date ready-
to-run virtual machine clones of your systems that can run right on 
the appliance, transparently taking over for failed servers within 
minutes. Quorum is the only solution that provides assured, instant 
recovery.

Minimize Deployment Costs 

You can delpoy onQ in hours, not the months required for a 
traditional enterprise solution.  That is becasue it comes prebuilt 
and configured for your enviroment.  Just place it in your rack, 
connect it to your network and start enrolling servers to protect.

Quorum® Provides Backup, Recovery, and Continuity 

onQ integrates the sophisticated technologies used by large 
enterprises into a simple, turnkey appliance.  With the onQ physical 
applaince, users are reconnected to applications and data in 
minutes rather than days or weeks. 

onQ physical appliances are built leveraging Dell hardware, not 
some off the shelf white box with a nice paint job.  This means they 
all come with Dell's global Next Business Day support for any 
hardware issues.  This also means our appliance have redundant 
everything, full iDrac modules and RAID configurations.

Reliability IS a Priority

All of our physical appliance configurations are developed and 
tested to ensure that we can deliver the utmost performance from 
the hardware.  Each appliance model is chosen to provide each 
customer with the exact performance they want.  Quorum does not 
under scope to cut costs or over scope to gouge customers. 

Ideal For Any onQ Solution 
onQ physical appliances are desinged specifically to work with 
any Quorum solution.

• onQ® HA (High Availability) can leverage the onQ appliance locally to 
supply protection for data, as well as workload availability to instantly 
run any set of protected servers. 

• onQ® DR ( Disaster Recovery) deploys the inQ appliance both locally 
to provide the HA functions, and remotely to supply remote 
solutions to meet any customers configuration or need. 

• onQ® DRaaS ( Disaster Recovery as a Service) uses the onQ appliance 
both locally to provde the HA functions, while leveraging the 
dynamic availability of the Quorum PCI certified cloud to provide 
disaster recovery. 

Scalable For Any Environment 
Whether you are a single site, or 100 the onQ appliance(s) can fit your 
needs. onQ can be configured to provide recovery from site A to Site B 
and B to A, or hub and spoke from multiple sites back to 
headquarters, or even a round robin configuration between multiple 
sites. And any appliance can be configured to point to the onQ Cloud.



Ultra-efficient Incremental Updates
Our deduplication is global (at the source) 
and local (at the target) sending a single 
copy of only the actual changes to any of 
your files so storage and bandwidth use are 
minimized, from a single server and across 
the protected list of servers.   This means 
you can set update intervals as low as 15 
minutes and keep deep archives wthout 
impacting performance or using massive 
amounts of storage.

Incremental Forever...Always Current
You get instant recovery of the most current image without ever needing regularly-scheduled full backups.  All 
changes are merged into your ready-to-run Revovery Nodes, while retaining the ability to retrieve a point-in-time 
historical file folder or even a complete systme snapshot or runnable virtual machine.  

onQ Appliances  All models  may be confi gured for local HA or remote DR use

Part Number Description

Memory 

(GB)

CPU 

Cores

Power 

Supplies

Gigabit 

Ethernet 

Ports

Recommended

Recovery 

Nodes2

Usable TB 

Included1

onQ-T20-3 Tower 16 - 32 2 1 2 3 1.25

onQ-140-5 1U Rack Mounted 32 - 64 4 2 4 7 2.0

onQ-140-10 1U Rack Mounted 32 - 64 4 2 4 7 4

onQ-260-22 2U Rack Mounted 64 - 192 12 2 4 15 8.8

onQ-280-22 2U Rack Mounted 96 - 384 16 2 4 30 8.8

onQ-280-32

onQ-288-32

2U Rack Mounted 96 - 384 16 2 4 30 12.8

About Quorum®

Quorum® provides assured, instant recovery and continuity, helping 
businesses  safeguard  their  revenue,  customers  and  reputation. The award-
winning Quorum series of appliance and hybrid cloud solutions makes 
continuity a reality for the mid-market, letting them recover from any 
type of disaster within minutes. Most importantly, Quorum is simple 
and cost-eff ective. If your company avoids just 30 minutes of 
downtime, the Quorum solution pays for itself. The company is 
headquartered in San Jose, Calif. To learn more, please follow us on 
Twitter @quorumlabs or visit www.quorum.com

3 year hardware warranty included; Specifi cations subject to change

A Protected Node (PN is any operating system instance, physical or virtual. 

VMs are licenses per guest operation system instance.

1 Use Site Survey and Storage Estimator to determine requirements for 

snapshot archive, recovery nodes and future growth

2 Recommended number assumes average of 2GB memory and 30% CPU 

core per PN 
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2U Rack Mounted 160 - 384 20 2 4 40 12.8




